
Hundreds of thousands of field operations

every day, for site surveys, integration, 

installation, maintenance, repair, coaching, 

consultation, quality assurance, inspections, 

training, in the most disparate industrial 

sectors, on ever more complex systems and 

plants.

Operations in the field depend on 

specialized personnel always limited, in 

many cases available in outsourcing, and 

knowledge supports based on complex

searches in manuals and paper documents, 

eventually assisted by remote back offices

limited to voice conversations with huge

efforts and inefficiencies in imagining what

happens in the field and how to act for

trouble shooting.

These costs of preparation and updating of

skills, field operations, services, remote 

monitoring & control, can be drastically

decreased and optimized by already

available platforms of Visual Remote Support 

up to the Augmented Reality, Advanced

Monitoring Solutions, IoT. 

Gordionet offers a complete support for the 

implementation of OnPremises / Cloud

Platforms and Services dedicated to live 

support and remote control with data 

analytics, for all B2B segmentations.

REAL-TIME FIELD MANAGEMENT

Gordionet is a Vidyo partner since years, with the best Multi-party Videocommunication platform in the market, for services such as 

Videoconferencing, Teleworking, Remote Learning, Telemedicine, Events, Streaming Webcasting. 

Scalable coding, dynamic adaptation, IP routing without transcoding, allow quality video communication in situations of mobile or 

wireless networks instability up to 20% of packet loss, situation that often occurs at remote sites, with a complete and immersing 

Video Engagement.

Work sites in touch with remote experts or back office support, both with mobile - desktop and wearable hands-free devices such 

as Google glasses, drastically improve operational efficiency especially in the Visual Trouble Shooting, reduce professional 

intervention costs, increase competitive edge.

REAL-TIME FIELD 

MANAGEMENT

Video Engagement for

Field Operations and 

Visual Trouble Shooting

ADVANCED ENVIRONMENT 

MONITORING SYSTEMS

More than 20 Sensors -

Parameters

IoT

M2M and Data Analytics

Talk to me, let's see together

The evolution of field operations



SENSORS

Temperature, Humidity, 

Gas, Smoke, Liquid 

presence/level, Hydraulic 

Pressure, Air flow/velocity, 

Barometric Pressure, Wind 

Speed, Door Contact, 

Vibration and Glass 

Break, Motion/Intrusion, 

AC / DC Voltage-Current 

Single-Three Phase, 

Remotely Reboot and 

Control Power for Devices 

and Servers

IoT

The strong growth of IoT that we can consider as M2M and Data Analytics through the Cloud, is not remotely comparable with the 

monitoring & control systems and services implemented in the past and in the present.

The increasing performance of sensors and devices, the capillarity of communications networks, the enormous processing capacity 

of Big Data - OSS - BSS, has favored an immense development ecosystem. Examples of sectors that will have a massive use of IoT

are Energy & Utilities Smart Metering, SCADA, Industrial, ICT, Security - Public Safety, Consumer & Home, Buildings, Home 

Automation, Banking & Finance, Transportations and Logistics, Healthcare & Life Science, Agriculture, Retail. 

Gordionet already selected for implementation migration of SCADA switching routing VSAT in 20 Gamesa Italia wind farms, 

presents all-in-one IoT Solution for all market segmentations.

The data transmission network over LAN 

/ WAN (xDSL, FO, Mobile, Wireless, 

Satellite), is structured efficiently 

through configured systems such as 

Modems, Routers, Converters, 

Extenders, KVM Switches, Matrix 

Switches.

Turnkey solutions for all the 

segmentations like Data Centers, 

Telecom, Enterprise, Buildings, Industrial, 

SCADA.

The solutions allow drastic 

improvements in efficiency and cost 

reduction thanks to the optimization of 

the physical presence for local control, 

avoid high costs due to damages and 

replacement of equipment, systems 

and servers, in case of environmental 

parameters outside the operating 

range, intrusion and theft, negative 

impacts due to network downtime.

ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL 

MONITORING SYSTEMS

A complete suite of Advanced 

Environmental Monitoring Systems, for 

controlling sensors in real-time and 

detecting environmental and security 

parameters.

Once the programmable thresholds 

have been exceeded or when an 

event occurs, alarms, alerts, 

parameters, are remotely sent via 

network management, web, email, 

voice call, SMS. 
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